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Introduction

 Whole-exome sequencing has become a fundamental tool for the 
discovery of disease-related genes of familial diseases but there are 
difficulties to find the causal mutation among the enormous 
background

 There are different scenarios, so we need different and immediate 
strategies of prioritization

 Vast amount of biological knowledge available in many databases

 We need a tool to integrate this information and filter 
immediately to select candidate variants related to the disease
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How does BiERapp work?
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Input: VCF file

1. Sequence preprocessing1. Sequence preprocessing

2. Mapping

3. Variant calling

4. Variant prioritization
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Input: VCF multisample

One VCF (Variant Calling Format) file
for family or group
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 SIFT
 SIFT predicts whether an amino acid substitution affects protein 

function 
 Interpretation:  1 (tolerated)  to 0 (not tolerated)

  

 PolyPhen  
 Polymorphism Phenotyping is a tool which predicts possible impact 

of an amino acid substitution on the structure and function of a 
human protein

 Interpretation:   1 (probably damage)  to 0 (benign)

http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/index.shtml

http://sift.jcvi.org/

Getting information
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http://www.ensembl.org/info/genome/variation/predicted_data.html

Consequence type or effect

Getting information
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Tool interface
http://bierapp.babelomics.org/
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Tool interface
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Results
1. Summary. Description about number or variants, INDELs... Also a 
distribution of consequences types.
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Results
2. List of candidate variants. 
We can order this list by several criteria.
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Results
3. Effects for each transcript where we detected a candidate 
variant.
The plot shows MAFs for different groups (1000 Genomes, Exome 
Variant Server) 
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Results
4. Visualization of candidate variants from GenomeMaps 
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Remarks

 The proposed web-based interactive framework has great potential 
to detect disease-related variants in familial diseases as 
demonstrated by its successful use in several studies

 The use of the filters is interactive and the results are almost 
instantaneously displayed in a panel that includes the genes 
affected, the variants and specific information for them

 Candidate variants are new knowledge useful for future 
diagnostic
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Hands on
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Hands on
Pedigree
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Hands on
Case 1. 

 De novo variants

How many variants?  

Case 2. 

 Recessive heritage

    How many variants?  
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Hands on
Case 3. 

Case 4. 

 Variants in mother and 
daughter at the same time

    How many variants?  

 Recessive heritage
 Rare disease (MAF < 0.1)

How many variants?  
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Hands on
Case 5. 

Case 6. 

 Variants in mother and 
daughter at the same time

 Only in these genes: 
HEXB,NFKB1,KLRC3

    How many variants?  

 Variants in mother and 
daughter at the same time

 Only in chromosome 4

    How many variants?  
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More information

BiERapp Tutorial:

http://bierapp.babelomics.org/
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